
Selecting the best option: Iberia case example 

We have generated a number of options from earlier. For illustrative purposes we will only consider one, which is 

"Create a low-cost airline" 

There are three types of criteria to apply: Strategic, Feasibility and Financial or Risk/return. 

Apply the Strategic criteria checklist to "create a low-cost airline" (underlining the choice) 

1. Does the option position the organisation in large, growing industry segments? 

• Red light: Small or declining 

• Amber light: Average growth and size 

• Green light: Very large or high growth 

2. Does the option position the organisation in profitable industry segments? 

• Red light: Particularly low profitability industry with low returns for even well-established players 

• Amber light: Average industry returns 

• Green light: Exceptionally profitable industry or niche 

3. Is the option aligned with the broader trends that are shaping the industry? 

• Red light: Option will require confronting significant external political, government or regulatory interference 

• Amber light: Broader trends have limited impact on the outcome of the options 

• Green light: Broader trends could provide significant support and upside for the option 

4. Does the strategy create significant value for customers and stakeholders? 

• Red light: Option will destroy value for customers and stakeholders 

• Amber light: Limited impact on value creation 

• Green light: Options offers opportunities for significant new value generated (at least, for customers) 

5. Will the option provide a competitive advantage, including any additional advantage that comes from linkages 

across segments? 

• Red light: Disadvantaged 

• Amber light: Me-too player 

• Green light: Significant, sustainable advantage 

6. Is the option aligned with the mission, purpose, values and behaviours of the organisation? 

• Red light: Significant challenge to deeply held beliefs and behaviours 

• Amber light: Option is consistent 

• Green light: Option is aligned makes a significant contribution to purpose 

7. Is the option aligned with the interests of the most influential stakeholders? 

• Red light: Powerful stakeholders will strongly resist (unions may resist) 

• Amber light: Effects will be broadly neutral 

• Green light: Option is aligned to the interests of the most powerful stakeholders 



8. Is the strategy adaptive and/or resilient to the type of uncertainties that might be faced? 

• Red light: Significant uncertainty exists and option will only be successful under a limited range of 

reasonably future scenarios 

• Amber light: Some flexibility to respond to known and unknown uncertainties 

• Green light: Option will result in a competitive advantage from being more flexible or resilient than others 

9. Does the strategy allow the organisation to create strategic options for the future? 

• Red light: Highly valuable capabilities or options are lost 

• Amber light: Some future options closed off, but others remain 

• Green light: Significant option value from options or capabilities created 

10. Is the analysis based on a robust understanding of the evolving external and internal environment, and the 

full range of options? 

• Red light: Suspect data and insights 

• Amber light: Some critical assumptions with only limited testing 

• Green light: Fully confident 

There are several positives here –but the main concerns are that we are locating Iberia in an unprofitable niche 

and may encounter resistance from some stakeholders, particularly the unions. Also, we are likely to be at best a 

me-too player as we do not have the “DNA” to run a low-cost airline. 

Looking at feasibility criteria, these typically vary according to the situation, but might include: 

• Are the required resources and capabilities available? Yes 

• Is the management team up to the job? We would probably want to employ a new management team – 

which might be hard to do. 

• Is there a strong sponsorship by senior management? Yes, there could be. 

• Will it be acceptable to key stakeholders? Yes – with the exception of the Unions as noted above. 

• Is the option likely to have significant negative side effects and thus face resistance from other parts of the 

organisation? Yes – potentially this is a major issue. Any low-cost airline may need to be set up 

independently from the main organisation. 

• Are there suitable suppliers and partners to allow us to operate. Yes. We can get access to the airports who 

are the main partners we require. 

We might want to consider whether there are any particular feasibility criteria. For example, might there be some 

anti-competitive issues with Iberia owning a stake in a low-cost airline? Can we purchase sufficient numbers of 

planes? Overall, however, this option does not appear to be infeasible. 

Looking at financial, risk return criteria – we would need to run some financials, such as cashflows and Net 

Present Values. These are not covered here. Our concern would be that the low margins in the industry, and our 

lack of a clear competitive advantage, make this an unattractive proposition. 

 

Overall, there are some concerns here. The option is feasible, but are the returns likely to be high enough? 
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